
Performance  
Masking Tapes

NEW FrogTape® Performance Masking Tapes are 
perfect for marine, automotive, transportation and 
other applications where industrial coatings are 
applied. Offering a combination of conformability, 
durability and clean removability, these tapes are 
engineered to adhere to multiple surfaces and 
substrates and stand up against solvents, gel  
coats, scuffing, abuse – even high temperatures  
and bake cycles for up to 30 minutes. When the  
job is done, these tapes remove cleanly and easily 
from even the most critical industrial masking 
applications, delivering consistent paint lines  
and professional results.

FrogTape® Performance Masking Tapes:  
The only thing they won’t mask is your  
craftsmanship.
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Prep for Perfection

DOES NOT 
contain 
PaintBlock® 
Technology
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Tape Backing

Uses various grades of paper backing for 
di�erent levels of performance:  Delicate 
(Washi), Multi-Surface (Fine-Structured 
Crepe), Production Grade (Crepe).

Uses fine structured crepe paper with shorter, 
densely packed fibers that make the tape pliable 
and strong. The tape remains flexible even after 
intense heat exposure.

Paint Type Designed for water based paint. Designed for solvent and water based paint.

Recommended Surfaces

Sharp, Clean Edges

Formulations range from light adhesion 
Delicate Surface (freshly painted surfaces 
& wallpaper) to medium adhesion 
Multi-Surface (drywall, wood, metal, glass) 
to high adhesion Production Grade 
(concrete, stucco).

Not designed for high heat environments 
generated by bake ovens or gel coating. 
Removes cleanly from interior surfaces for
3 – 60 days depending on the adhesive
formulation.

Adhesive formulated for strong adhesion to low 
surface energy surfaces such as anti-fouling 
coatings and release coatings on molds

Uses a special cured adhesive to lock the adhesive 
to the paper backing to elminate adhesive residue. 
Removes cleanly after being exposed to high 
temperature (225F - 325F) bake cycles for up to 
30 minutes.

Does not contain Paintblock® technology. Rolls slit 
to width using shear slitting to make sharp edges, 
eliminating "feathered edges" and blurry paint lines.

Delicate and Multi-Surface formulations 
contain PaintBlock® Technology that 
absorbs water, creating a barrier resulting 
in sharp paint lines.  Production Grade 
does not contain PaintBlock® technology.

Performance Attribute FrogTape® Painter’s Tapes:
CF-120, CP-130, CF-160, CP-199

FrogTape® Performance Masking Tape
CP-225, CP-250, CP-325

Environment/Clean
Removal

FrogTape® brand offers premium-quality painting tapes that ensure professional results 
for any painting project.  For professional-looking results, trust the brand pros rate #1 
for sharp paint lines: FrogTape®.

FrogTape® - One Premium Brand, Tapes for Different Applications


